
BC- REPLACING BACK BEARING

Generally a Back bearing if greased every 150 hours (or every 1.5 months) 
with a high temperature approved grease will last for several years. But 
when a bearing goes bad it usually gives warning sounds: Squeaking noise 
when turning or if worse then a grinding sound. Here is a guide on 
replacing the Back Bearing on a BC-3 to 5. (Other models larger are 
similar methods) 

1. Remove Housing Cover: 

 

                   A.                                      B.

2. In order to remove the back bearing you will need to remove the chain & sprocket to get to bearing. To do this 
you will need to 

A. loosen the 4 bolts attaching Drum motor to body of roaster (Just loosen a few turns- Do not remove bolts)

B. Loosen the Lift Up on Drum Motor to remove chain from chain sprocket

C. Once removed loosen the 2 set screws on the Sprocket (If Sprocket is on drum shaft tightly you may need to 

use bearing pullers (JAWS) to remove chain sprocket:



BC- REPLACING BACK BEARING

 

 
                  C.

Once Chain Sprocket is removed you will have access to the Back Bearing:

D. Remove the 4 bolts holding bearing to body of roaster

E. Next loosen the two set screws (Do Not Remove them- Just Loosen)


D.                                                                E.

F. Remove & Replace Bearing: You may be able to pull bearing off shaft by hand or else use a bearing puller:

Reverse procedure to reassemble with new bearing. IMPORTANT NOTE: When putting both bearing and 
sprocket back on shaft be sure to align one set screw from each part to tighten onto the FLAT 
SURFACE of Shaft.

IMPORTANT NOTE: 
When putting both bearing 
and sprocket back on shaft 

be sure to align one set 
screw from each part to 
tighten onto the FLAT 

SURFACE of Shaft.


